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Introduction 

Stephen Reder, Guest Editor 

Roger aartcer's treatise, Ecological Psychology, began 
with these words: • 

The .Midwest Psychological Field Station was established 
to facilitate the study of h1D11an behavior and its environ
ment in situ by bringing to psychol~gical .scien<ie the kind 
of opportunity long available to biologists: eaiiy ~ to 
phenomma of the science unaltered by the selectim, and 
preparation that oocur in laboratories. The Field Station 
provided promising opportunities. But it also raised prob
lems that were new to psychology: How does ooe collect 
specimens of behavior? What are the parts of the contmµ
ing S1J'ea!II of , person's behavi!ll", 811d how does. ooe 
en1D11erate and de,,cribe them? Among the limitless at
trilrutes of a persoi:i' s surrow,dings, wijch ones ar~ relevant 
io his behavior, and how does one identify and measure 
them? (1968, p. 1) • . • 

The field research of Barker and colleagues, which 
spanned several decades· beginning in tlie !are 19408, 
developed theory-based descriptions of the naturally oc
curring environments of human ·behavior. In Barker's 
best known work, he and colleagues compleled a detailed 
mapping and analysis of the behavioral habitats and set
tings of children in the town of Midwest (Barker & 
'Wright, 1955). One important outcome of their line of 
·work was its careful documentation of the finding that 
" ... some attributes of behavior varied less across children 
within settings than actoos settings within the days of 
children"(Barker, 1968,p.4). Amongtherilanycontribu
tions ofBarker and colleagues• research was the develop
ment of a rigorous "shadowing" methodology for care
fully following, documenting and analyzing the stream of 
behavior on the ground. 

' The three articles in this thematic issue use variants of 
shadowing techniques to study selecled behavior on the 
ground,· In the first article, "Watching Flowers Grow: 
PolycOnlextuality and Hererochronicity at Work," I de
stribe several shadowing studies o( work groups collabo
rating on long-rerm projecis. Members of these product 
design, executive management and public school teacher 
wam~w~ shadowed over weeks and monihs as they 
worked collaboratively O!)projects. It proved necessary to 
modify Barker and Wright's shadowing techniques in 
order to study the behavior Of the work group, particularly 
the contribution of remo1e inreractions riledialed by writ
ten and electronic communication 1eehnologies. These 
studies describe work group behavior as a highly complex 

structure, being both polycontextual (members are typi
cally engaged in several ongoing activities at once) and 
heterochronic (activities and their components are orga
nized with respect to different temporal frameworks). 
This richly textured fabric of group behavior constitules 
both a set of logistical constraints and creative resoun:es 
for collective accomplishment of multiple tasks overtime. 

In the second article, "Shadows in the Soup: Concep
tionsofWorkandtheNatureofEvidence," PatriciaSachs 
explores twodifferentconceptions of work, each of which 
takes a distinci approach to the analysis of work tasks and 
activities. She rerms these two different approaches the 
functional business view, closely allied with the scientific 
management theory of Frederick Taylor, and the work 
practices view, which understands workplace activities in 
terms <If problem-solving practices, social inreractions 
and communities of practice. Pespile overlapping rermi
nology, each view approaches the analysis of work with 
different assumptions and goals. Sachs examines the 
nature of the evidence each approach takes as critical for 
its analysis of work, and illustrales each in the context of 
a company she has studied. She shows how shadowing 
data can provide critical evidence within the work prac
l)ces view. She utilizes, however, quire a different shad
owing methodology than the Barker-Wright leehn.ique. 
The article describes the shadowing 1eehnique she and 
Sylvia Scribner developed and illustrates its application in 
the analysis of a workplace. 

The third article, ''To Capture A Process: Hierarchi
cal-Sequential Representations of A Compuler-Based 
Activity," by Alan McAllisrer, reports a third approach to 
the shadowing Of behavior: McAllister is inreresled in 
describing the goal-direcled, problem-solving behavior of 
computer programmers during experimental program
ming tasks. In these experiments, the compulet records 
details of the subject's inreractions with the compuler 
system. To analy:re these fine-grained records of pro- . 
grammer-compuler intenictions, McAllislet brings to
getherthe Barker-Wright approach to describing constitu
ent units of goal-orienledbehaviorandNewelland Simon's 
(1972) conception of problem-solving behavior as goal
directed search through problem spaces. McAllisrer illus-
• irales the use of his methodology with a study of young 
• students ~ing to ptograni in the LOGO language. He 
also discusses how his teclutiques· might be usefully 
extended to analyze l!Ocial inreractions in cOOperative 

• work and instruction. ' 

These three articles thus describe distinct shadowing 
methodologies, each tuned toadifferentrangeof theoreti-
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cal and practical issues. Each suggests ways in which its 
approach needs to be broadened in order to be applied 
usefully in other types of investigations. Each tries to 
draw important relationships between theories of context 
and descriptions of behavior. Itis hoped that together they 
will stimulate others to cast shadows in the streams of 
behavior. 
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Watching Flowers Grow: Polycon
textuality and Heterochronicity at Work 

Stephen Reder1 

Northwest Regional Educational Laborq.tory 

An unbroken thread beyond description ... 
Stand before it and there is no beginning. 
Fol/aw it and there is no end ... 

- Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching 

Introduction 

There has been increasing interest in how teams 
cooperate to. conduct and accomplish their work, Cross
disciplinary attention is being directed to this problem in 
9rder to understand better the relationships among evolv
ing theories and methods (EngestrOm & Middleton, in 
press; Galegher, Kraut, & Egido, 1990; Nardi, 1992; 
Resnick, Levine, & Teasley, 1991 ). In-depth case stu<)ies 
have beeµ conducted of particular work tasks Qr processes 
(e.g.,Cicourel, 1990;Egger& Wagner, 1992;Engestr0m, 
1992; Heath & Luff, 1991; Hutchins, 1991; Saferstein, 
1992; Suchman, in press). Two general empirical ap
proaches are evident in these field studies of cooperative 
work: investigate and illustrate general principles from 

0278-4351193115-116 $1.00 © LCHC 

extensive analysis of small strips of observed behavior 
(e.g., Suchman, in press), or analyze structural properties 
of specific recurrent activities (e.g., EngestrOm, 1992). 

Therehavebeenrelativelyfew investigations of work 
'groµps, however, in which characteristics of the full range 
ofagroup'sworkactivityhavebeensystematicallyexam
ined as they operate over days, weeks, or months. Such 
investigations potentially offer a broadly-based analysis 
of the dynamic properties· of a. groµp' s tasks and work 
objectives, and possibly a bridge between micro- and 
macro-analytical approaches to the study of work. One of 
the striking characteristics of 1)1811y work groups is the 
overwhelming complexity of their realized work: numer
ous tasks are carried out involving complex temporal, 
spatial, and interactional overlaps, usually contending for 
limited material and human resources. Hutchins and 
Klausen (in press) note the staggering complexity of a 
commercial jet flight: milli.ons of parts flying through 
space in close formation with hundreds 9f passengers and 
crew. The complexity of a work group's ''flight" through 
several weeks or months of activity is probably no less 
complex, and ~rtainly no be~ understood. 

Jerry Schwab, Sylvia Hart-Landsberg and I have 
been investigating such work group trajectories through 
complex activity spaces, We have been particularly 
interested in how patterns of group activjty, stretched over 
time and space, themselves constrain, mediate and bring 
about the accomplishment of component tasks. Our work 
has utilized a shadowing methodology, in which partici
pant-observers regularly follow work groµp members 
through their daily rounds, recording specified types of 
~vents, the corpus of which is then analyzed in terms of 
unfolding work group activities. 

Shadowing Method 

The basic method of our shadowing studies was to 
observe, describe, and 8J!aiyze the macroscopic structure 
of work group behavior on common, goal-oriented tasks 
as they are carried out over long periods of time, ( e.g., 
designing a new high technology product, developing a 
marketing plan for a new telecommunications service, 
writing a cross-disciplinary middle school .curriculum). 
We studied teams ranging in size from 3-8 members from 
differeni organiz.ations engaged in product engineering 
(Reder& Schwab, 1989a, 1990b),corporatemanagement 
(Reder & Schwab, 1989b, 1990a, 1990b), and public 
schoolteacliing(Hart-Landsberg,Schwab,Reder,&Abel, 
199i; Schwab, Hart-Landsberg, Reder, & Abel, 1992). 
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Our shadowing techniques are based on methods 
pioneered by Roger Bad<erand colleagues (Barker, 1968; 
Bad<er & Wright, 1955; Schoggen, 1989). They devel
oped methods for observing and documenting continuous 
streams of naturally occurring behavior in given settings 
and exlIBcting from those data sets standing patterns and 
distinctive features of behavior characteristic of those 
settings. The detailed written records Bad<er and col
leagues collected through direct observation were called 
specimen descriptions, generated by closely observing 
and documenting "streams of behavior" taking place 
Within ecological units termed behavioral se11ings. These 
specimen descriptions are transcripts of ongoing activ
ity-temporally ordered, recorded, and annotated by an 
observer shadowing a given individual over the course of 
a spatio-temporally bounded interval, most often a day. 
Barker and Wright term the immediate constituents of the 
behavioral streams in the specimen descriptions behavior 
episodes. The strong influence of Lewin's (1951) field 
theory and concept of action is evident in Barker and 
Wright's definition of episodes: (1) they reflect a constant 
direction towards a goal, (2) they occur within the normal 
behavioral perspective of the actor (and observer), and (3) 
they manifest continual progress towards the goal. 

Issues in workplace shadowing. We encountered 
two key issues in adapting Bad<er and Wright's meth
ods-which are speciafued primarily to study children in 
towns and schools-----to our studies of project-oriented 
work groups. First, the teams we studied relied heavily on 
mediated ( e.g., electronic mail, written documents, tele
phone) as well as face-to-face communication in carrying 
out their cooperative work activities over time and space. 
Contingencies and continuities in group work could not be 
represented without these remote interactions. The pow
erful ethnomethodological methods so useful in making 
sense of work group accomplishments over relatively 
short intervals of time (e.g., Lynch, 1991; Suchman, in 
press) were not helpful in this regard; many critical events 
in the unfolding of group activity were not bounded within 
what Goffman (1981) called "common focused encoun
ters" (marked by participants' co-orientations in space). 
The essential role of mediated, remote interactions in the 
accomplishment of group work required that we docu
ment the use of other communicative media and the 
interplay of remote interactions in the accomplishment of 
specific work activities. 

A second methodological issue was that, as a practi
cal matter, we wanted (to the extent possible) to categorize 
and record observational data in real time as we shadowed 
workers in their daily rounds. Although we frequently, 

during shadowing, also tape recorded meetings and con
versations and collected copies of electronic and hard 
copy communication for retrospective analysis of com
munication and interaction (Reder & Schwab, 1989), the 
immense volume of potential shadowing data required us 
to develop effective ways of recording significant features 
of behavior directly in real time. 

Modifying the shadowing technique. These re
quirements led to two significant changes to the shadow
ing technique: (1) Weintroducedtheconceptof an event
a constituent of the Barker and Wright episode as ex
plained below-as a device for explicitly recognizing 
relationships between interactive sequences dispersed over 
space and time by mediated communication, and (2) we 
did not distinguish among Barker and Wright's full range 
of actions. If, for example, during the course of some 
solitary activity, an individual engaged in a number of 
subtasks all supporting the completion of a given task 
(e.g., debugging a piece of computer software code), we 
did not distinguish transitions among its component ac
tions (e.g., inspecting a section of code, IIBcing through it 
stepwise, making a temporary change to test the effects of 
a given step). We categorized such uninterrupted solitary 
activity as a unitary strip of goal-oriented activity: repair
ing a bug in the code. 

Our shadowing approach defined t<!Sks, from the 
perspective of the team member, as discrete work objec
tives (e.g., writing a project report, selecting a vendor, 
testing a prototype). Tasks are accomplished through one 
or more events, which are defmed as observable actions 
directed towards a task or work objective. Viewed within 
the context of collaborative work, we discriminate be
tween events which are communicative ( e.g., speaking to 
a co-worker over the telephone about the use of a com
puter program) and those which are non-communicative 
( e.g., using a calculator to reckon a price estimate). Tasks 
may be comprised of a single event or a sequence of events 
scattered over time, location, and participants. Tasks and 
events cluster in particular ways; these clusters we refer to 
as episodes. Episodes are defmed as units of temporally 
and interactionally bounded activity, and can be further 
divided into simple and compound forms. A simple 
episode is defmedasaunitof temporally andinteractionally 
bounded activity involving a single task and event which 
may or may not involve communication with other indi
viduals. If the simple episode is communicative, it is 
restricted to a single channel. A compound episode is 
def med as a unit of temporally andinteractionally bounded 
activity which may involve more than one task and/or 
more than one event (e.g., a face-to-face conversation 
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with another teacher [the first event] pertaining to a 
management plan [the first task) in which the subject 
creates for the other interactant a pencil sketch of the plan 
[the second event] followed by further discussion of an 
unrelated design problem [the second task]). As this 
example shows, compound episodes may involve more 
than one channel (i.e., information is carried simulta
neously through face-to-face conversation and documen
tation). Similarly, multiple tasks can be addressed through 
a single event (e.g., a face-to-face conversation may 
involve discussion of several discrete tasks). 

To perform real-time coding in a valid and reliable 
fashion required highly trained observers who were quite 
familiar with the woik group members' goals and activi
ties and the ways in which they communicated about 
them. Observers typically spent months of time in given 
field settings becoming familiar with the srudied teams 
and their work before beginning the intensive collection of 
shadowing data. Multiple observers were usually in
volved in shadowing members of a work group under 
swdy. Members were shadowed for a day at a time, with 
each observer shadowing each team member for several 
workday-long sessioos. Numerous artifacts were col
lected in the course of shadowing, including samples of 
email, written and electronic documents, copies of dia
grams and temporary displays, transcripts of meetings, 
and so forth. 

.. • 
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This shadowing approach enabled us to partially 
track the accomplishment of particular work group tasks 
over time. Although the ideal shadowing for our purposes 
would be to shadow activities as they unfold within the 
group, we had to settle for shadowing individuals as they 

• moved through a range a siwations and activities. Having 
multiple observers shadowing multiple individual team 
members gave us a rich but nevertheless'incomplete view 
of a relevant activity as it unfolded. 

Further information about field settings, instrumen
tation, procedures, and samples of shadowing data are 
descnbed in detail elsewhere (Reder & Schwab, 1989b, 
1990b, 1991). 

Some ShadoW$ of Group Work 

. Group woik is accomplished through an apparent 
mosaic of activity, dispersed 9ver time, space, and 
interactants in .. highly complex ways. Some analyses of 
the shadowing data track the activity of specific individu
als, tracing over time the range of tasks and interactants 
they !lllgage; other analyses attempt to trace the accom
plishment of given tasks over time through the engage
mentand interactions of team members. Using either lens, 
it is clear that both solitary and .interactive episodes 
contribute regularly to the accomplishment of many spe-
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Figure 1: Scatterplot of individuals' average number of interactants and tasks per day. After Reder and Schwab, 
1990b. 
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cific tasks. Several generali7.ations--which hold for each 
studied work group---<:an be drawn from an aggregate 
allalysis of the shadowing data. 

. Standing patterns. To begin with, there are, using 
Barker'sterminology,standingpatternsofbehaviorchar
acteristic of a given work group and its work. These 
patterns - involving such parameters as the number of 
ongoing tasks handled, thenumberof intelllctants in a task 
• the distribution of time among tasks, and so forth are 
highly stable for a group over time, yet vary markedly 
between groups (Reder & Schwab, 1990a). Furthermore, 
individual members of working groups adapt to such 
lhacroscopic yet group-specific characteristics: the pro
files of an individuals' activity patterns shift adaptively 
when they move from one group to another. The average 
number of tasks and interactants encountered per day are 
plotted for each member of three selected management 
teams in a Fortune 500 company. Each point is aggregate 
dataforan individual over many days of shadowing. Clear 
separation can be seen of individuals on the senior man
agement team from Individuals on the other teams. 

Channel switching. When the accomplishment of 
particular tasks over time, space, and interactants is exam
ined, a series of events and episodes is identified. In 
general, such episodic series are disjoint in terms of times, 
lpcations, and participant groups. Some episodes involve 

80 
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1 60 

l :: 
' • 30 

I ..._ 20 
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2 3 

solitary work, others face-to-face interaction, and still 
others mediated interaction through electronic mail, tele
phone, hard copy and electronic documents, and so forth. 
When we looked at the sequence of episodes that involved 
the same interactants and the same task over a given day, 
interactions frequently moved from one communicative 
channel 10 another (e.g., face-to-face .conversation to 
email). Such channel switches are ubiquitous in work 
group activity. Figure 2 illustrates the prevalence of intra
task channel switching among given interactants from 
product engineering work groups. As the length of the 
communicative chain of episodes increases, the likeli
hood of an intra-task channel switch inc~. 

Such channel switching occurs for a variety of rea
sons, including both logistical reasons (e.g., someone may 
not be accessible for a face-to-face conversation, so send 
email) and for reasons of communicative intent and strat
egy. Specific genres of wOdc group communication 
themselves involve patteriled channel switching as an 
integral feature (Reder & Schwab, 1989). For example, 

• "walk-around management," a preferred style of informal 
stsff monitoring and· management in one organization, 
consists of periodic but unscheduled visits to stsff work 
areas to "keep an eye on" what each person is doing; such 
visits are typically linked to follow-ups by electronic mail 
and later discussions in work group stsff meetiogs. Noone 
"link" in these episodic chains can be well understood 

.4 5 >5 

Length of lntaroctive Chain 

Figure 2,: Mean proportion of inter-task channel switches within communicative chains by length of chain. 
After Reder and Schwab, 1990b. • • 
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without the larger (but temporally, spatially, and 
interactionally disjoint) patterned chain. Together they 
function quite effectively as a linked ch/lin of episodes. 
Many of the strategic "choices" of media involved in such 
communicative chains are better understood as searches 
for mediational structures needed to accomplish indi
vidual and work group tasks; part of a system of socially 
distributed cognition (Hutchins, 1991).· 

Multitasking. Besides frequent channel switching, 
these shadowing data also contain significant amounts of 
task switching or multitasking. Both individuals and 
interacting groups frequently shift the focus of their atten
tion and activity from one task to another. The crisscross
ing of multiple ongoing tasks in the work of an individual 
and group can be tracked in the shadowing records. One 
summary measure of the richness of these intertwined 
strands of activity is provided by the computer science 
metaphor of a push-down stack. In ima}yzing the se
quence of events in a shadowing record, we said that a task 
was put onto a "stack" when immediate activity on it 
stopped, but was resumed (by the same person) later that 
day. Whenitwasresumed,itwas''popped"backoffofthe 
analytical stack. We thus had an operational means to 
measure the number of tasks in the stack at each point in 
our record. 
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Figure 3 displays the mean running average and peak 
value (in terms of number of interrupted tasks) for indi
vidual work group members. Such a measure, of course, 
significantly underestimates the size of the stack, since 

;,intermittent activities last suspended prior to the day in 

-

question or next resumed after the day in question are not 
counted by this measure. Measures of the dynamics of 
task switching and of how individuals and work groups 
manage multiple ongoing tasks do reflect work group 
characleristics, especially styles of coordination and col
laboration (Reder & Schwab, I 990b ). Like some of the 
measures mentioned above, they reflect measures of work 
group activity that are relatively stable for the group but 
not so much for the individual member, whose values may 
shift ifhe or she moves to another work group. As with the 
channelswitchingdiscussedabove,pattemsoftaskswitch
ing may reflect both logistical factors ( e.g., the relative 
priorities and timelines among conlending tasks as well as 
among the resources necessary for their accomplishment) 
and social strategies for group work. Just as channel 
selection and switching may be integral to the accomplish
ment of certain tasks, task switching itself can allow 
individual and groups to not only progress on multiple 
inter-related tasks, it also provides adventitious junctures 
and juxtapositions between tasks for constructive explo
ration and mediation of inter-task relationships. 

D Peak Value 

■ Running Avarage 

I,_ 
Senior Mgmt Sales Deval. Marketing 

Figure 3: Mean daily running average and peak value of number of tasks in "stack" for individual members of 
three work groups. After Reder and Schwab, 1990b. 
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The texture otactivity. The pervasive channel and 
task switching observed in the worlc of all studied groups 
generates a rich tllxblre of intllrWoven activity, linking 
multiple ongoing tasks and chains of communication 
across dis junctures of time, space, and participants. This 
fuaided fabric of activity bas two key properties essential 
to • the understanding of work group behavior: 
polycontextuality and heterochronicity. 

Polycontextuality. Polycontllxtuality means that the 
worlc group and its members are engaged in multiple 
ongoing tasks. This is more than a just global stafllment 
about how much an individual or work group accom
plishes over a given period of time; it is also a local quality 
of ongoing activity that enables coordinatlld multitasking 
within the group. Suchman (in press) provides an elegant 
description of how airport ground traffic conlrollers, in 
constructing a shared workspace, maintain fluid relation
ships between individuals' focus on separafll ongoing 
activities and a collective focus on restoring their local 
environment and social order following a disruption. The 
fme balance (which enables collectively structured shifts) 
of atfllntion, orienlation, and activity within their worlc 
group is here tllrmed the polyconfllxtuality of their activ
ity. 

Polyconfllxtuality is also evident in the fllmporal 
cross-sections of the shadowing data. Recall that our 
shadowing fllchnique breaks a Barker-Wright type epi
sode into constituent events, which can partially overlap 
in tllrms of communication channels or tasks. Compound 
episodes are comprised of multiple events, usually com
pounded by threads of multiple tasks or communication 
channels. Reder and Schwab (1990, p.157) report ap
proximafllly 47% of the worlcday for executive teams is 
spent in compound episodes, indicating the breadth of 
polycontextuality in these teams' work. 

The notion of polyconfllxtuality inviflls us to broaden 
the concept of a meeting as usually applied to the study of 
work. Workplace meetings are usually thought of as 
collocations of people engaged in concertlld activities. 
The polycontllxtuality of work group behavior suggests 
that we also recognize meetings of tasks. Certain types of 
meetings were occasions during which teams dynami
cally (re)constructlld a goal-orientlld division of labor 
among multiple tasks in which they were engaged. On 
these· occasions, team members frequently negotiaflld, 
coordinatlld, and synchronized their ongoing parts of the 
group effort (Reder & Schwab, 1989). Despifll having 
marked tllmporal and spatial boundaries (i.e., they took 
place in particular settings with formal beginnings and 

endings), such meetings were, from another perspective, 
more diffuse in space and time. An impending meeting 
oftlln served to funnel individual and group work on 
component tasks in its anticipation: reports and noflls 
were prepared in advance, problems were documentlld, 
and conversations about possible outcomes were held as 
the meeting approached. Furthermore, ripple effects of 
the meeting could readily be seen in the individual and 
group task that followed. We are thus led to see, in a 
broader tllmporal frameworlc, meetings of tasks rather 
than merely meetings of people. 

Heterocbronicity. The hefllrochronicity of the worlc 
group's activity refers to its organization with respect to 
multiple underlying time frames. Work group behavior is 
heterochronic in two senses. First, distinct tasks may 
proceed on different schedules and with varying pacing -
this is intertask heterochronicity. Everyday worlc is re
plefll with many familiar examples of this heterochronic 
mix of tasks. There is also intratask beterochronicity, 
which means that components of a given task are orga
nized with respect to different time scales. Example: 
When two people are trying to fmalizeadecision, one may 
suggest that they "sleep on it" before finalizing it the next 
day. Another example: During a dispufll, one party may 
request "some space" -that is, an opportunity to let feel
ings and reactions develop more fully-before proceed
ing with the face-to-face infllraction. Both examples 
reflect the expectlld functioning of hetllrochronicity in an 
unfolding task. Work groups develop channel-switching 
and task-switching strategies for introducing 
heterochronicity into their processes, especially ''plan
ning," "decision-making," "learning," and other processes 
believed to "lake time." We need additional evidence to 
detllrmine the exfllnt to which they actually "lake" time 
(i.e., generafll additional activity) or just develop on a 
different time scale. 

Tension between individual-and work group. An
other feablre of worlc group activity evident in the shad
owing dala is the tradeoff most work group members 
experience between having uninterruptlld periods of time 
in which to get their own work done and being accessible 
for communication and interaction with others with whom 
they work (Reder & Schwab, 1990a). W orlcers were 
frequently observed au:empting to manage and renegoti
ate this tradeoff, whether by closing doors or forwarding 
phones, or absenting themselves from customary work
place "tllrritory." This interplay between social infllrac
tion and solitary activity in the accomplishment of work is 
very effectively depictlld by shadowing dala, as are corre
sponding differences in the "style" ofa group's work and 
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its coordination and collaboration patterns (Reder & 
Schwab, 1990b; Schwab et al., 1992). 

Represenlationand mediation. Much emphjisis has 
been placed on the role of notational systems and other 
tools in mediating the accomplishment of work, within the 
frameworks of both activity theory anddistributedcogni
tion. Within the complex texture of a work group's 
multiple ongoing tasks, such representations must evolve 
not only to suppon and mediate the component activities 
of the work, but also the varying mix of their activities as 
well. Systems of representation, tools and mediating 
devices are speciali7.ed not only with respect to the de
mands of specific kinds of tasks, but also with respect to 
the demands of specific combinations of tasks being 
carried out within a group's shared workspace. Patterns 
of interaction and of task interruption and switching 
among group members, for example, are reciprocally 
fitted to characteristics of the notational system and the 
physical work environment. 

Within product engineering teams, for example, me
chanical engineers tend to represent their work-in-progress 
with sketches, drawings, and other primarily visual (as 
opposed to textual) diagrams. These were often posted 
near the mechanical engineer's personal work area in a 
way that encouraged others to examine them informally as 
they passed by, perhaps ask a question or make a sugges
tion about it, and sometimes engage the designer in 
conversation about it even as other work continued. Soft
ware engineers and technical writers on the teams, how
ever, tended to represent their work-in-progress with 
more 1extual media (program code, writlen documenta
tion), which could neither be readily taken in at a glance 
nor discussed informally while other work continued. 
And the software engineers and documentation wrilers 
lend to arrange their personal work areas to discourage the 
interruptions which the mechanical engineers• personal 
work spaces encouraged. 

Such relationships among representations of work
in-progress, patlerns of interruption, and the arrangement 
of the work environment can be seen among other occu
pations as well. Those whose ongoing work can be repre
sented visually ( e.g., mechanical engineers, architects, 
artists) lend to prefer more open personal workspaces 
("studios"); engage more of1en in informal conversation 
while conducting their professional work; and are less 
easily disrupted by conversation, radio, and so fonh. 
Those whose work-in-progress is represented lextually 
(e.g., software engineers, writers, academics, lawyers) 
lend to prefer cl.osed work spaces ("offices") that mini-

mi7.e unplanned interruptions, engage less oflen in con
versation while working, and are more easily disrupted by 
conversation and in,leraction. Devices for representing or 
mediating work in progress apparently evolve ~ipro
cally along with charac1eristics of the social and physical 
work environment, and are specialized to patterns of 
collaboralion and interruption within ongoing work. I 
have speculaled elsewhere that the compatibility of vari
ous notational systems with group work environments and 
interactionpatlernsmaybeacriticalfactorunderlyingthis 
pat1erning (Reder, in preparation). 

Discussion 

These findings and others-encompassing a range of 
work groups, occupations, and organizations-suggest 
that we need a broader understanding of cooperative 
workplace activities in «;,ms of both theory and research 
methodologies. It is clear that work activities are situated 
not only in locally constructed and managed workspaces, 
but also in more globally structured ones whose fabric is 
lemporally disjointed and whose component activities 
crisscross heleIOChronously in the accomplishment of 
group work. Although significant advances have _been 
made in understanding how specific groups conduct given 
activities within small strips of locally situated and man
aged action, we know much less about how such activities 
are situated in these more globally structured and .. man
aged conlexts. Bowers and Churcher (1989) have at
tempted to exlend these approaches ·by modeling purpo
sive action in 1erms of global constraints applied to se
quences of locally managed strips of behavior. 

With few exceptions, however, microanalytic and 
macroanalytic studies of work have generally remained 
separale in theory and reseaq:h methods. Each approach 
is progressing well under this dichotomous arrangement, 
it might be argued, so there is little reason to tie them 
together. Tempting as it may seem to continue studying 
them as distinct sets of phenomena, however, there is 
increasing need to bring them together. The observed and 
experienced dis junctures of time, space, and communica
tion media underlying group work performance-both 
within and across tasks-are integral to the fine structure 
of ongoing activity. Theheterochronic and polycontextual 
patterning ofa work group's tasks, so evident over longer 
expanses of time, penelrates the local management of 
activity. Team members continually take the larger pat
. ter11. into account as _they jointly construct shifts of focus 
among ongoing tasks and negotiate expectations about 
. when and how activity will resume on a specific task. 
. Sometimes such expectations are marked in discourse 
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("I'll get back to you about it early next week'') as task 
jwictures are constfueted, at other junctures they are less 
e:xpliciL In ,tnost cases such expectations are generally 
clear. At task junctures, team members and observers 
could usually anticipate the time (with varying degrees of 
heterochronicprecision) when interactive work on a given 
task would likely resume (and often other details about 
what would likely happen when work did resume). 

Little is known about how ongoing work group action 
isorganizedsothatmultipleongoingtaskscanbesmoothly 
interrupted, suspended, later resumed, and eventually 
completed amidst a pa1ehwork of other • ongoing, yet 
intermittent tasks: Nor do we have a clear picture of the 
intricacies of a group "working on several things at once," 
even though it appears to happen frequently and may often 
be the norm for group (if not individual) work. Core 
features of the "style" of a work group's activity are 
carried in part by the macroscopic features of its activity 
patterns in time and space which enable. it to deal effec
tively with the diversity of tasks it must carry out collec
tively. Aworkgroupneedsflexibilitynotonlywithregard 
to how particular tasks may be accomplished, but also 
with regard to how a (changing) mix of multiple ongoing 
tasks, proceeding at different speeds and with varying 
priorities, can effectively be accomplished. This has been 
seen in both the.micro-and macroscopic studies of work. 
Ethnomethodological investigations, such as Suchman's 
(in press) study of ground traffic controllers, Christian and 
Lufrs (1991) study of underground train controllers, and 
Lynch's (1991) study of laboratory scientists, have re
vealed the management of such complexity in selected 
strips of behavior within microscopically observed atten
tion shifting and focusing processes in shared workspaces 
and tasks. In our shadowing swdies, teams of product 
development engineers, business executives, and school
teachers exhibit characteristic and stable macroscopic 
patterns of collaboration, coordination, and communica
tion as they shift among numerous ongoing tasks within 
constraints of available time, space, and communicative 
resources. 

The polycontexblal and heterochronic character of 
workplace activity appears to be a widespread feature of 
human activity and to have considerable historical and 
cultural depth within the behaviors we observed in work
places. Barker and Wright's analysis of specimen de
scriptions of children's behavior characterizes the struc
ture of their behavior in much the same polycontexblal, 
heterochronic terms: "Behavior was more often like the 
interwoven strands of a cord than a row of blocks ... 
overlapping episodes often did not terminate at the same 

time butfonnedaninterwoven merging continuum" (1954, 
p.464). 

An anecdote from the product engineering teams 
casts further light on the pervasive cultural and historical 
embedding of polycontextuality in workplace activity. 
These teams relied heavily on the Unix multitasking 
operating system not only as a platform for developing 
and delivering the software components 'of products, but 
also as a medium of team communication and project 
information exchange. Electronic communication, auto
matedbugreportingandtracking,softwarecodeexchang
ing, debugging, and product testing activities were all 
highly mediated by the network and operating system. On 
severaloccasions,ateammemberwouldarriveatanother's 
work area, announcing his or her arrival and desire for 
attention with an episode-opening utterance: "push," a 
computer science term for suspending one task (by "push
ing" it onto the top of a stack) in order to service another. 
When the visitor was ready to depart, the metaphor would 
continue as the visited person closed the episode by saying 

. ''pop" (thereby popping the interrupted task back off the 
stack and reactivating it). This exchange at first struck me 
as only another, albeit a quaint, usage of systems terminol
ogy to describe human interactions (as in "I'd like your 
UJlllll. on that"). However, this particular push-and-pop 
usage may reflect the converse phenomenon, that is, the 
appropriation of ubiquitous features of human action into 
the design of computer systems. The notions of jobs being 
interrupted, of having too many jobs stacked up, and so 
on, appear to be deeply embedded descriptors of human 
workplace activity that have been appropriated into sys
tems models and terminology. 

It is essential thatthepolycontexblalandheterochronic 
nature of work group activity be understood as a creative 
resource for the construction of work group behavior. For 
many readers all too familiar with the fragmentation and 
local inefficiencies of contemporary work life-the con
stant interruptions, meetings, and contending activities-
it may be tempting to overlook the potentialities and 
contributions of the polycontextual, heterochronic fabric. 
This fabric, with its jwictures and dis junctures over space, 
time,and participants, constiwtesamedium through which 
work groups acblally can work on multiple activities at 
once, and through which relationships among component 
tasks are continually negotiated and maintained. 

The polycontexblal and heterochronic texture of 
workplaceaciivityisthusanimportantpartoftheenviron
ment in which group work itself is conducted. Although 
individuals' work is shaped by and shapes this pattern, we 
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are not yet well tooled up to see details of the figural 
phenomena of group activity in sharp relief against this 
grainy, textured backgrolDld. Important aspects of activ
ity-including decision-making,learning,and planning
are difficult to locate behaviorally in situ, not only because 
of their emergent and contingent nature (Suchman, 1987; 
Lave, 1988), but also because they talce place 
heterochronically. To 1D1derstand heterochronic phenom
ena better, we need to develop appropriate research meth
odologies and observational technologies. 

Just as time-lapse photography enables us to better 
apprehend the growth of living things, new behavioral 
lenses may be required to appreciate the unfolding of team 
work against a polycontextual and heterochronic back
grolDld. We have tried shadowing the behavior of the 
individual members of a team as they conduct their group's 
work. This technique has helped us to follow the unfold
ing and carrying out of complex team tasks over time and 
space. But we need to develop even better techniques for 
shadowing activity itself. Without those special lenses, 
we may remain mystified as we try to watch flowers grow. 

Note 

1 Support for the research described in !his paper was provided 
by the U.S. Anny Researchlnstirute and by U.S. West Advanced 
Technologies. Opinioos expressed are those of the author alooe. 
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Shadows in the Soup: Conceptions of 
Work and the Nature of Evidence 

Patricia Sachs 
Visiting Professor 
Expert Systems Lab 
NYNEX Science & Technology 

In this essay I examine some conceptions of worl< that 
reveal ways of looking at wodcers and their capabilities. I 
argue that conceptions of worl<have specific impacts upon 
workers and the workplace, which include the following: 
(1) how jobs are designed , and (2) how technologies are 
designed. Job design addresses such issues as whether a 
job to be performed requires expertise, and whether work
ers will be supported in their efforts to acquire such 
expertise. Technology design addresses such issues as 
what knowledge is, where it should reside (in people or 
technology), and what role people should play in its 
organization (as monitors of technology or as knowledge
able creators and analyzers of information). 

These questions have become increasingly important 
in the last several years as global competition and swiftly 
changing products have led companies to reduce the size 
of their workforces and increase automation in order to 
become more competitive. The assumptions about work 
that underlie the decisions managers make as they auto
mate and ''re-engineer" companies are particularly sig
nificant since some of the consequences of reforging 
workplaces have included automation and job redefini
tion. In this essay I analyze a typical organizational artifact 
commonly construed as evidence about the natDre of work 
within the organization. I then take a look at another sort 
of evidence, collected through "shadowing," which pro
vides an alternative conception of work and an alternative 
view of workers' capabilities. Thesedifferentconceptions 
of work have competing implications for job design and 
technology design. 

Conceptions of Work 

The analysis of work is an enterprise that has been 
undertaken in a number of different disciplines. I focus 
here on two distinct approaches which I dub a "functional 
business view" and a ''work practices view" (see Figure 
1). These two perspectives have developed within differ-
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Tasks and Activities 

Evidence 

Work flows, task flows 
discrete job descriptions, 
goal of standardization. 

Evidence 

Social interactions, do
main knowledge, goal 
of human development. 

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS 

Standardize outputs, 
control practices, 
presume rote operations 

Technologies that 
automate 

Flexible practices 
to support creative 
problem-solving 
and learning 

Technologies that 
enable human 

Figure 1: Map of conceptions of work and the nature of evidence. 
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entintellectual traditionsandhavenotsignificantly shared 
their perspectives with each other. Business views have 
grown over the course of the century based within the 
professions of economics and management science. Work 
practice views have emerged during the last century 
within the fields of anthropology, activity theory, and 
developmental psychology. Although these approaches 
are rooted in different disciplinary worlds, they overlap in 
their mutual interest in the nature of work, technology, 
expertise, and social organization. 

The analysis of work is central to each of these 
enterprises, but each undertakes its analysis for different 
purposes. Business people focus on work flows and work 
processes as indicators of how business functions can be 
achieved. Work practice researchers focus on problem
solving practices, communities of practice, and social 
interactions to assess the nature of social organization and 
reasoning in the real-world contexts of how work actually 
gets done. Both business people and work practice re
searchers employ exactly the same terms-''tasks" and 
"activities"-in their analyses of work, and each uses 
these terms interchangeably. The meanings of these terms . 
differ for each perspective, however, because their con
ceptions of work are based in different histories, arenas of 
interest, and goals for affecting the roles people and 
technologies play in society. Figure 1 illustra17s this point 

In 1911 Frederick Winslow Taylor developed an 
approach to reorganizing workplaces he called "scientific 
management."' Under the principles of scientific manage
ment, work became segmented into small chunks, each of 
which was performed by a separate worker, whose speed, 
timing, and physical motions were defined by a manager. 
One of the first instances of this form of work design was 
Henry Ford's assembly plant, in which the social design 
(the division of labor, the use of people in machine-like 
fashion, the assumptions about the role of human thought) 
and technological design (the machinery as extended 
muscle) were explicitly intertwined. A key feature of 
Taylorism was the distinction between "mental" and 
"manual" labor. Mental labor, performed by engineers 
and managers, involved figuring out the most efficient 
way to do a job. Manual work, performed by laborers, 
involved carrying out the work according to the steps 
defined by management.2 Mechanization moved human 
labor into machines. These features of work-efficiency 
through work steps and mechanization, mental manage
rial work, and manual labor-are clearly still present in 
workplaces and in rational analyses of work.' Today's 
updated version of these ideas include technologies de
signed not only to extend muscle, but mind, through 

information technologies that aim to put knowledge into 
the machine. 

I retrace this brief history, no doubt familiar to many 
readers, to point out that unquestioned an.d unambiguous 
notions about work-efficiency and tasks are in fact 
theoretically-generated concepts so well-worn they now 
appear as common sense. • Improving efficiency at work 
is the most widely-used rationale employed by companies 
when they decide, for example, to automate jobs. 

Automation is often extraordinarily successful. Yet 
technologies do not always work the way they were 
intended. This is frequently explained as the failure of 
workers to carry out their tasks in the prescribed fashion.' 
This sort of explanation presumes that the workers have 
little or no understanding of what their work is about, or 
what indeed may be causing a failure. Swdies of work 
practices reveal that the "workarounds" of workers, de
vised on-the-spot, are innovative forms of integrating the 
technology into the work world by tapping social interac
tions and local knowledge,effectively greasing the wheels 
of the organization so that the work can indeed "flow." 

One of the artifacts of Taylorism in workplaces today 
is the notion that work can be adequately described in 
terms of tasks or activities that can beroutinelyperformed. 
The concept of a task or activity in industrial settings 
connotes a simplified segment of work that takes little or 
no thought to perform. This conception of a task or activity 
differs sharply from the conception held by work practice 
researchers, for whom tasks and activities are units of 
analysis in which the skills and knowledge used in com
plexreasoning and problem-solving are clearly displayed. 
These different perspectives toward the same phenom
enon produce different insights into what goes on at work. 

An Artifact about Work from the Business World 

Following is a representation developed by a consult
ing company to .help managers understand the work pro
cess in sufficient detail to increase efficiency and improve 
performance at work (see Figure 2, next page). 

Note that the most detailed level of analysis in this 
diagram is called "performer/job level," which defines 
workers in terms of a position ("a job"). The work process 
(designated by a set of linked boxes in a linear flow 
diagram) implies that process exists outside of any inter
vention or action by humans. People carry out the process, 
but they are not viewed as creating or producing the 
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Figure 2: Three levels of perlormance. From Geary A. Rummler & Alan P.Brache 
(1991, Jossey-Bass). Improving Performance: How to Manage the White Space on 
the Organizational Chart. 
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process. Their role is to perfonn mechanistically rather 
than to reflect, discern, or discover. This distinction lies at 
the heart of the difference between business and work 
practice orientations toward work.6 

People are hardly ignored in companies, I hasten to 
point out. The way ihey are thought about, however, tends 
to be in temis of their emotional rather than intellectual 
selves. Progressive managers put considerable time and • 
energy into rallying workers, developing reward systems, 
and keeping enthusiasm up so that work will get done. 
Less progressive managers focus on controlling tasks, 
breaks, and conversations to achieve high volume produc
tivity. In short, whether from a progressive perspective or 
not, the dominant view of the role people play in the 
performance of work is based on conceptualizing people 
as emotional beings whose path needs to be plowed, not as 
intelligent problem-solvers who help run the business. 

Shadowing: Data about Work Practices 

I provide a brief description of a detailed technique 
Sylvia Scribner and I developed in 1986 to gather fine
grained data. Our goal in capturing these data was to 
understand the issues, conversations, and activities that 
took place when one learner trained another in an effort to 
document intelligence in the course of everyday work. I 
then present some "raw" transcripts from our data.' 

What is Shadowing? 

Shadowing is a set of methods oriented toward col
lecting data about on-the-ground phenomena over some 
period of time ( one or several days, several weeks, or 
months). Shadowing is most generally marked by an 
observer who tails after a worker or set of workers for a 
specified period of time, or through a specified series of 
events. 

There are no absolute rules that govern this form of 
data collection. Rather, various techniques produce data 
of different granularity, each of which provides some 
insight into how workers (or participants in activity sys
tems) perform their work in some specific context Reder 
& Schwab, for example, developed a notational tool to aid 
an observer in capturing phenomena they designated 
"events" and "activities." This approach, less fine'grained 
than the one Sylvia and I developed, is extremely useful 
for getting a feel for how events and actions intertwine. 
Their method makes it easier to get a strong and grounded 
understanding of the way in which events flow, inter
twine, disappear and reappear, and how these fit into the 

mill'.ed activity syslell)s eJdsting at work. By con~t. our 
approach captured .the way in which detailed conversa
tions, actions, and activities intertwined, sometimes re
vealing th!tt physical action was wholly dissociated from 

· verbalcomml!llication, revealing how people are engaged 
in multiple and simultaneous activity streams. It was 
much harder for us to quickly capture primary events, 
whereas it was l!arder for Reder and Schwab to capture 
conv~nal subtleties. This only serves to point out 
that each technique has its. own strength, and if used in 
combination, greatly· enhanc(ls the. data collected. 

It is important to add that bolh these techniques 
provide insight on how individuals' activities are embed-

. ded in, and construct, communities of practice. The great 
adv~ge of shadowing is that at whatever level of detail 
it is carried out, it reveals through a combination of 
elicited, observed, and documentary data how partici
pants sort through problems and become engaged in 
situations both on their own, and. as part of a community. 

I wish to emphasize that shadowing is best l!llder
taken after spending time at a field site and gaining the 
confidence of participants .there. We did n<,)t do any 
shadowing until we had spent several months in the plant, 
and then several full days in the stockroom where I 

· ultimately shadowed workers, learning about .the work 
and developing a relationship with the workers, union.and 
management. This more general ethnographic work is 
necessary for two reasons: first, horning in on the every
day. work of people is basically a ,nervy thing to do; and it 
requires sensitivity at both personal and political levels. 
Second, interpreting data is an act that requires deep 
understanding of context. As the transcript below shl)uld 
illustrate, making sense of events that unfold both predict
ably and serendipitously can only be done by spending 
time in a place, and getting to know how it functions. 

Our technique. We shadowed teams of workers for 
a period of several days, then over the. course of several 
weeks. We affixed a small tape recorder to one worker and 
put a lapel mi!:IOl>hone on him' as well, placing the 
recorder in a "fanny-pale." so the worker could keep his 
hands free in what was highly mobile and physical work. 
I wore a second recorder (same rig), and taped comments 
to.capture what a video might record.' The.workers' talk 
,W38 highly deictic, so IJIY con,imentary'talk would define 
· and contextµalize what. the workers said (for ell'.ample: 
"when Joe says 'put this there,' 'this' refers to the bin of 
parts ll'.x-11-22, and 'there' refers to the large scale in the 
receiving section of the stockroom.") We transcribed the 
worker tape as our "base" tape, and then created a "com 
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posite transcript'' by adding the commentary talk onto the 
same page as the worker talk. This was a very labor
intensive process, since· we shadowed several workers 
oversevet'al days, creating a corpus of over 10090-minute 
tapes. This fonn of shadowing permitted us to analyze the 
data in great detail." 

The following segment of transcript took place in the 
stockroom of an electronics plant. In it. I spent time with 
Joey, a stockroom worlcer working alone, so I used only 
one lllpe recorder. As Eddie, Joey's supervisor, became 
involved in the episode, I confronted the typical problems 
involved in shadowing (who do you follow around when 
they go separate ways? When do you intervene with a 
question?) which I resolved by sticking with the person 
manipulating multiple documentary systems, rather than 
the person physically moving materials, and by probing 
with questions to clarify their actions. I attempted to keep 
most of my side of the conversation non-directive ("umm, 
uh huhj, but there were times when it was imperative for 
me to intervene and ask some questions in order to make 
sense of what was going on. Not only did I need to 
undersland the events myself, but I wanted the lllpe to 
capture the workers' own explanations of why they were 
doing what they were doing to get an idea of how they 
categorized the chunks of work themselves---<lvidence 
impossible to capture on the fly. I could use these detailed 
data to analyze the specific resources (computer screens, 
other worlcers, handwritten documenlation systems, etc.) 
the workers utilized in solving their problem. At the time 
I recorded this particular episode, I had been doing re
search in the stockroom for one year, and had shadowed 
four teams of workers from two to four days, four to eight 
hours a day. This is important to know, because under
slanding what workers do in a highly detailed manner 
requires sufficient technical knowledge on the part of the 
observer so that she can analyze the situation later. It 
becomes clear in this episode that researchers must have 
copies of all documents (including printouts of screens as 
well as handwritten and computer-generated documents) 
in order to undersland exactly what is going on. Those 
documents are not included in this essay. 

The data. The full transcript from which this seg
ment is laken. is 44 single-spaced pages and captures a 
problem-solving episode that took 2.5 hours to unfold. In 
this episode, Joey and Eddie decided to double-check an 
order and discovered discrepancies they ·chose to resolve. 
The conversation begins as Joey completes an order. 

Joey: Oh, seven, three, two hundred. It jibe, I just 
sign it in. Write my name and today's date. 
And I'm finished. 

Eddie: Joe, on that ... on those ones that we didn't 
have no stock, did you verify it? Being it's a 
hot issue it's supposed to be for Ladd [the 
president of the company), did you verify it 
on the tube--

Joey: On the tube? 

Eddie: -'-to see that we had no stock? 

Joey: No, I didn't. 

Eddie: That's all right, let's do it,just-

Joey: I'm sorry, I should have did that since

Eddie: No, that's all right 

Joey: -it was a hot order, you're rigbL 

Eddie: I know, you ran right through it, !

Joey: Right. 

Eddie: -now,letmejustmakesurebecauseldon't 
want this order to go up--

Joey: The(?) one part-

Eddie: -and them tell me, you know, that we have 
parts. 

Joey: All right 

Eddie: You know, that's the only thing. 

Pat: Eddie is checking to verify no stock, so he's 
lake-laken this picklist right now and is 
going over to the computer and has pulled 
up the screen, item master file. What did you 
just hit, enter? 

Eddie: Yeah, because I want to get to the item 
balance, that'll tell me whether I have stock 
orn.oL 

Pat: Uh-huh. 
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Eddie: Which I hope I don't because ifhe' s got ,:ero 
there-two ninety-five, this better jibe. 

Pat: So, Eddie-,-Eddie types in 1 dash-

Joey: You should have brought your glasses 

Eddie: 1dash4652. Yeah, I'm getting very, very 
careless that way. 

Joey: There's one M99. 

Eddie: This I can see. C'mon baby be right, three 
thirty-eight. 

Joey: Three thirty-eight, righL 

Eddie: You got two ninety-eight, two ninety-five. 

Joey: That's the first? 

Eddie: Yeah, see. 

Joey: It said three thirty-eight but when I recount 
it-

Eddie: Recount it, terrific, okay. 

Joey: -I got two ninety-five. 

Eddie: I want that so I.can adjust it. 

Joey: I ... I put it in the bin, yes. 

Eddie: Good, leave it on my desk, Joe. Let's see-,
you got the other one? 

Joey: Yeah, I got b--1 brought both bin cards. 

Eddie: Very good, thank you, makes it much easier. 

Joey: Hold on, here you go, I'll help you, one

Eddie: Heh, shit, twenty-seven ninety-two dash 
one. 

Joey: Twenty-seven ninety-two. 

Pat: Now, Joey is typing this in for Eddie. 

Joey: Dash one. 

Eddie: AA. 

Joey: M, A, A? 

Eddie: Yeah, that's the code. I know ninety-nine 
would have zero on that one, thank-you. 
Nine fifty-five? 

Pat: It shows up as nine hundred and ftfty-five 
on hand, wilh three eighty-eight allocated is 
what it says on the screen. This is item 

. balance detail all warehouses. Joey is now 
looking at the bin card. 

Whljt did they say? In this conver$lllion Joey and 
Eddie checked the number of parts the computer reported 
as being "available," against the number of parts they 
actually counred. Since they found a discrepancy, they 
examined different screens (views) in the computer and 
various part identification numbers to see if the parts were 
either misplaced or incorrectly recorded. They were mo
tivated to do this since the order was "hot" (urgent), and 
had been requested by the president of the company. They 
discovered the computer record didn't match ihe actual 
stock, so the l;fallSCript captures their conversation as Ibey 
try to track down the discrepancies. 

To accomplish· this goal, Joey and Eddie had to 
identify discrepancies in multiple documentation sys
tems, know the meaning of codes C'AA, 99'') and relate 
them to the movement of parts in production, know how 
the computer handled and manipulated those. codes, and 
compare the computer record to their knowledge of actual 
production processes, in order to (1) know there was a 
problem, (2) uncover what it really was, and (3) resolve it 
These activities included ooderstanding a number of ele
ments in their woilc environment, and collaboratively 
making sense of them through conversation and testing of 
hypotheses using several resources. 

If JoeyandEddiehadn'tdecidedtodouble-checkthis 
order there would have been significant errors in the 
computer database that would have led co-workers in the 
planning department to order the wrong number of parts 
for future orders. That job - deciding what parts to order -
is one that. the computer system is designed to support by 
recommending how many parts a planner should order. 
Without human intervention in the workings of both the 
computer and the prodµction process, the computer sys
tem would have made poor recommendations. This is an 
instance in which technology design has located "knowl-
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edge" in the computer,andjobdesign, in which people are 
expected to do what are assumed to be physical, rote tasks. 

There are several observations to make about these 
data and issues that are undoubtedly difficult to under
stand. It is, like all work, marked by technical occupa
tional languages that refer to a specific technical, 
materialese when using a shadowing technique. nus 
conversation is one example of an mganizatioilal world 
that is initially impenetrable to oulsiders.11 

The transcript here reveals a conversation with ideas 
thrown about to solve a problem. It does not look like a 
clean set of tasks to be carried out in automatic perfor
mance. That version of this job looks like this: 

A Material Handler [a stockroom worker] counts, moves, 
or otherwise handles materials, loads and unloads trucks, 
and performs variousothersimpleduties as directed. Co1mts 
and packs parts or proc!ucts in cartons, cases or other 
containers. Ch.eeks against packing lists for inclusion of all 
component parts or completed units, applies special labels 
or .stencils where necessary, and performs other duties 
assigned by the supervisor. 12 

This description emphasizes the physical aspecis of the 
job, and is officially listed as an unskilled job. Even 
though it is difficult to understand the details of the 
transcript, it is evident froin it that . the activitles the 
workers ~ngaged in (discussing problems, discovering 
problems, utilizing computer and other resources to find 
the cause of the problem and fix it, etc.) all point to workers 
needing to understand numerous elements in their wotk 
environment and interpret theni. 

• Shadowing as a technique can capture this qualiiy of 
interactions and behavior, coming up with a veryllift'erent 
impression of "the wotk" from that conveyed in the 
official job description. • • • 

Discussion 

• Data that support the business view toward work can 
conyey ihe message that work can be easily segmented 
tmdaotomatically performed. Data front the work practice 
view often convey the opposite message. Business people 
need overviews of the work in their organizations so they 
can run their companies effectively. A drawback of the 

•• abstracted, task-oriented perspective they ordinarily em-
ploy, however, is that it suggests work can be best carried 
out by simplifying it, specifying it in detail, and control-

• ling it. Evidence based on actual interactions and trouble
shooting of a job considered to be low-level and unskilled 

suggests that more intellectual activity than one might 
expect actually goes on in the process of "counting and 
moving parts." 

Jobs conceived of as very simple and well specified 
are often designed for the perpetual novice: one who 
doesn't need to learn since the operations are laid out 
clearly. Evidence presented here suggests that such a job 
design may not be in the best interests of a company or the 
wotkers, all of whom would profit from understanding 
that the complex of details in the work environment are 
resources for troubleshooting, and which are gained on
the-job., An alternative design would be to assume work
ers should learn so that they can competendy, if not 
experdy, handle troubles, exercising judgment as neces
sary rather than automatically going through prescribed 
motions. 

Data collected through shadowing techniques reveal 
that even routine jobs require thoughtful intervention by 
wotkers. Designing jobs and technologies to support the 
exercise of practical intelligence would fundamentally 
respect what people have to offer, and provide an environ
ment to fruitfujly engage their minds. 

Notes 

1 Frederick W. Taylor, Principles of Scientific Management, 
1911, New York: Harper & Brothers Publishen. 

1 There exists a voluminous literature on the history of work and 
the role Taylor played in iL A readable history can be folllld in 
Marvin Weisbord's Productive Workplaces. 

' There has been considerable energy devoted to moving away 
from Taylorism for a mnnber of years, and. practices such as 
"te.am-building0 and"worker empowerment" are two such ef
forts. However, the fundamental sb'Ucture of the mental and 
manual division of labor forms the essential skeleton of business 
today. Cartesian duality also primes much of our thinking on 
this. Wertsch, has an excellent discussion in ''The Voice of 
Rationality," as does Scribner in "Studying Working Intelli
gence. 

• See Geertz, "Common Sense as a Cultural System" in Loal 
Knowledge: F11rthir Essays in /nterpretaJive Anthropology, 

' This explanation abounds in the technical literature of manu
facturing, for eX8Illple, which explains failures of technological 
systems as a failme to successfully "change the culture" of a 
company .. , 

• Orr (1990) has analy:zed how documentation suc,has "M&Ps" 
do not meet the needs of workers out in the field, pointing out that 
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the kinds of problems which emerge tend to be subtle and 
undocumented. That is, problems and situations arise in the 
nonnal coUISe of eve,yday work that present new challenges for 
workers, which they need to figure out themselves. 

' The research in the electtonics plant was supported by the 
OfficeofBducationalResearchandlmprovement(OERI)Grant 
number 0008690008. 

• The vast majority of workers in our study were male. 

'It was not possible to videotape in this seuing due to low ligh~ 
and multiple aisles in and out of which workers continually 
traveled. 

10 ''Thinking Through Technology" forthcoming, lnformaJion 
Technology and People, is an analysis based on some of this 
corpus. 

11 Researchers in workplaces must loam the language, the 
teclmology, and the production system in order to even engage 
in a conversation with workers, not to mention to be able to 
analyze their work. 

" Documents collected in an electronics p~ Grade 2 job 
description, cited in Scribner & Sachs, (1990), A Study of On
the-Job Training (pg. 13). NCEE. NY: Columbia University. 
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To Capture a Process: Hierarchical
Sequential Representations of a 
Computer-Based Activity 

Alan McAllister 
Brock University 

ltisrelativelyeasytodaytocaptureon-goinghuman 
activity using the technologies of video and audio record
ings and computer programs that b'ack such things as 
keystrokes and system responses. The difficulty is trans
forming what is recorded into a meaningful, comprehen
sible form, whether it be verbal descriptions or symbolic 
and graphic representations. In this paper, I will describe 
the representations that I have developed and the perspec
tive on goal-directed action that they afford. I will begin 
by tracing the lineage of these representations and, in 
doing so, provide a framework for an explanation of the 
approach I have taken. To illusttate the way in which the 
representations that I have developed work, I will refer to 
a study that I conducted with young students learning to 
program in the LOGO computer language. I will then 
make suggestions about how this approach might be 
extended to analyze collaborative work. 

The Lineage 

The representations that I have developed are a 
synthesis of two different approaches to representing 
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process, that of Newell and Simon and that of Barker and 
Wright. Newell and Simon's Human Problem Solving, 
published in 1972, became one of the most influential 
works in the history of cognitive psychology, and its 
methods became the basis for many fll(lher studies of 
complex human performance. More than a decade earlier, 
Barker and Wright (1955) published Midwest and its 
Children, the results of a long-term study of the daily life 
of children in a small town. It was a landmark w0tk as 
well, in this case in ecological psychology, but its methods 
were not widely employed outside of child studies. Al
though these two approaches were employed in different 
contexts and for very different purposes and had quite 
different fates, they have conceptually much in common. 
The two approaches can best be compared and contrasted 
by focusing in each on the manifestations of human 
activity that are recotded, the model that is applied to 
identify the significant elements in the records, and the 
representations of the process that make those elements 
salient. It is my contention that by focusing on the 
commonalities and synthesizing elements from each of 
these approaches, rep,esentations can be developed that 
capture aspects of on-going human activity that neither of 
these approaches alone would reveal. 

In their studies of problem solving, Newell and 
Simon (1972) employed the method of protocol analysis, 
which involves recording the subject's verbalizations 
duringperformanceoftasksandencodingthetranscriptin 
terms of a vocabulary of objects and relations defined for 
the task (Ericsson & Simon, 1984). In this approach, 
problem solving is conceived of as goal-directed search in 
problem spaces associated with a task (see also Newell, 
1980). These problem spaces are symbolic structures 
consisting of states and operators that transform one state 
into another. The representations that are developed are 
called problem behavior graphs and .take the form of flow 
diagrams in which the nodes in the graphs represent states 
of the problem space. The application of an operator to a 
state to produce another state is represented by a link 
between the states. To make these representations mean
ingful and abstract from all their detail, they can be 
segmented into episodes, "each of which is a succinctly 
describable segment of behavior associated with attaining 
a goal" (p. 84). These episodes are structured as simple 
sequences of steps or nested hierarchies. Figure 1 ( oppo
site) shows an abstract problem behavior graph with 
circles representing states, lines between circles repte
senting the application of operators,. and brackets repte
senting episodes. 

BarkerandWright(l955)usedthemethodofspeci
men description, which requires a trained observer to 
make detailed written descriptions of the activity of a 
subject. Their analyses of children's behavi01 employ 
Lewin's (1938) concept of action as intentional move
ment in a psychological space; actions are seen in . the 
context of the relationship of the actor's.intentions and the 
situations in which they evolve. Rep,esentations of the 
structure and dynamics of subjects' activities are devel
oped by segmenting these specimen descriptions into 
episodes, which, although described in much the same 
terms as Newell and Simon use, have notably different 
characteristics. 

According to Barker and Wright, an episode has 
three characteristics: It has a constant direction towards a 
goal, it occurs within the normal behaviOtal perspective of 
both observer and actor, and it has equal potency through
out its course. The concept of potency comes from Lewin 
(1938) and has to do with the continuity of behavior. A 
continuous segment of behaviOt can be seen as a whole 
and as having parts. In terms of the dynamics of the 
behavior or the view we have of it, the whole or the part 
may have relative weights or importance at any point in 
time. When I am walking to the local store, a conversation 
on the way with a neighbor may assume equal or even 
more importance than my progress towards the store. The 
activity of speaking to my neighbOt may accordingly 
constitute a distinguishable episode, although still con
tained within the larger episode of going to the store 
provided my overall direction towards that goal is main
tained. Episodes, conceived of in these terms, are not 
simple nested hierarchies, but have a variety of structural 
characteristics (see Figure 2, page 136); they are 
heterarchi.cal rather than hierarchical, meaning that a 
given action can be assigned to different episodes without 
subordination of the one episode to the other (Broadbent, 
1985). 

Clearly these two apptoaches have much in com
mon. In both, activity is painstakingly recorded, the mod
els are based on the metaphor of movement in spaces, and 
the structure of activity is represented in terms of goal
directed episodes. In Newell and Simon's approach, the 
focus is on states of the problem space and the operators 
that change one state into another. In Barker and Wright's 
approach, the focus is on the structure of the directional 
continuities that are found in the activity. The approach 
that I have adopted for the analysis of computer program
ming draws elements from both of these approaches, but 
combines them in novel ways. Rather than recording 
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Figure 1: Problem behavior graph. Note: This is adapated from Newell and Simon (1972, pp. 171, 181). 
Circular nodes represent states and horizontal lines to the right represent operators applied to states. Double 
lines represent the repeated application of an operator toa state. Vertical lines between nodes indicate aretum 
to a state. Time runs to·the right, then down. 

subjects' verbalizations or relying on verbal descriptions 
of their behavior, the interactions of the subject and the 
computer are recorded by the computer itself. The model 
it employs sees problem solving as goal-directed search in 
problem spaces, and automated encoding provides con
crete references in the record for the states and. operators 
of the problem spaces. This use of automated techniques 
avoids much of the tedium and costs associated with 
protocol analysis and specimen description and lowers the 
level of interpretation required to develop the representa
tions. The representations that are developed identify the 
states and operators, provide descriptions of the actions in 
terms of their functions in creating a computer program, 
display the structural dynamics of the activity in 
heterarchical episodes, and form the basis for an analysis 
of goal-directed behavior in the programming environ
ment 

The Representatioos of the Programming Process 

The nine students in the study (ages 10 to 14) were 
trained to program in LOGO over 15 weeks and given 
three programming tasks at intervals to test their progress. 
The first task required them to develop a graphics program 
to draw a house and playhouse, for the second task they 
had to develop an interactive "High-Low" game to guess 
numbers, and the third task was to develop an interactive 
"Hangman" game with graphics. Their performance on 
these three programllling tasks was the focus of the study. 
I developed software tools to automate the recording of 
the students' interactions with the computer and to assist 
in the analysis of these records. The objective was to 
constructrepresentations of the programming process that 
could be analyzed to reveal the problem solving strategies 
that the students used. The specifics of the strategy 
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Figure 2: Episodal structureS. Note: This is adapted from Barlcer and Wright (1955, p. 261 ). Coinciding episodes 
occur when different episodes intersect from beginning to end, Enclosing and enclosed episodes occur when a part 
of an episode intersects with the whole of another. The longer episode is the enclosing episode, the shorter the 
enclosed. Interlinlcing episodes occur when one part of an episode intersects with part of another. Interrupting 
episodes occur when an episode occurs in the context of another episode but has a different direction. Isolated 
episodes (not illustrated) occur when an episode occurs alone. 
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analysis have been detailed elsewhere (McAllister, 1993); 
the focus here will be on the representations themselves 
and what they reveal about goal-directed action within the 
LOGO task environment 

The elements of the representations are the states of 
the problem spaces, the operators that change those states, 
the functions of those operators in the evolution of the 
program, and the episodes that partition the process. Each 
of these elements will be explained and grounded in an 
analysis of the LOGO task environment and a model of 
goal-directed action within it. 

Programming in LOGO involves writing proce
dures andcan beconceptualizedas takingplace asa search 
in two basic problem 5Paces, a primary problem space (the 
"procedural SP3Ce") in which procedures are developed, 
and a secondary 5Pace (the "trial space") in which experi
mentation, testing, and debugging take place. Search in 
these two 5Paces involves going back and forth between 
them; experimenting with instructions in the trial space 
and using the knowledge obtained to construct procedures 
in the procedural SP3Ce; and constructing procedures, 
trying them out, and using the feedback that the computer 
gives to modify the procedures. 

According to the model developed for this study, 
the search through these two problem spaces is a cyclical 
one in which the programmer begins by representing the 
problem based on the task instructions and establishes an 
agenda of goals. In this cycle, a comparison is made 
between the state of the problem and the programmer's 
goals, goals for fulfilling them are selected, and operators 
are implemented as actions on the system. These actions 
bring about changes in the system that, in tum, provide 
feedback to the programmer, and the cycle begins again 
with a comparison between the programmer's goals and 
the programmer's updated representation of the problem. 
Throughout this process, knowledge is being both devel
oped and deployed, deployed when methods for achieving 
goals are retrieved and used, and developed when feed
back from the system is used to obtain information for 
achieving goals. 

In the IBM LOGO used in the study, these two 
problem spaces are clearly delineated. Procedures are 
developed in either a define mode (line-by-line) or edit 
mode (full-screen), and instructions are carried out in an 
immediate mode. The recording program developed for 
this study takes snapshots of the define and edit mode 
when they are exited and of the immediate mode each time 
a complete line of instructions is invoked. These snap-

shots are taken to represent states of the two problem 
5P8ceS. I took the operators in these two SP&ceS to be the 
~ulations of LOGO instructions that change states 
from one snapshot to the nexL In the procedural SP3Ce, 
states are changed by virtue of defining procedures and 
appending, inserting, and deleting instructional units. In 
the trial space, states are changed by invoking instruc
tions. Another program that I developed generates a 
record of the states of the problem spaces and identifies the 
types of operators used to change the states of the problem 
5P8ceS. 

Since the purpose of programming is to create a 
program, the function of a set of operators in this environ
ment is that the operators are intended to contribute to the 
construction of the program. For instance, when a pro
grammer appends a set of instructions thatdrawsa triangle 
for the roof of a house, the function of the operator is 
identified as drawing a roof. . These functions are not 
isolated but related to a hierarchy of functions at various 
levels. For instance, in the above example, the 
superordinate function of drawing the triangle is drawing 
the house. These functions are presumed to reflect the 
programmer's goals: When a programmer append$ in
structions to draw a triangle to .draw a roof, it can be 
assumed that drawing a roof was the programmer's goal 
and that this goal was a subgoal of the goal of drawing a 
house. This identification of task-specific goals provides 
thebasisfortheanalysisoftheprograrnmer'sgoal-directed 
behavior. 

I developed another set of software tools to generate 
a functional record that is the basis for the creation of a 
problem behavior graph. To create this functional record, 
operators are grouped according to their functions, the 
superordinate functions are identified for these functions, 
and then a hierarchically structured functional record is 
generated. These functional records are roughly equiva
lent to Barker and Wright's specimen descriptions, but in 
this case they are written in a language that specifies the 
functions of the actions taken by the programmer in terms 
of the on-going construction of the program. JJsing 
,Barker and Wright's concept of an episode, the problem 
behavior graph is created by episoding this functional 
record. 

The grouping of operators, the assignment of func
tions to operators, and the episoding are interpretive tasks 
performedbytheanalysL Thesetasksrequireknowledge 
of the LOGO language and the effects of instructions in 
the language, as well as an understanding of the role of the 
operators in developing the program. However, unlike 
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approaches that deal with subjects' verbalizations or ob
servers' verbal descriptions, in this approach the interpre
tation is clearly anchored in reproducible actions that 
occur in the task environment and in artifacts produced 
through those actions. 

Figure 3 (next page) illustrates all the elements of 
the representation. It shows the initial segment of a 
programming session in which a student was working on 
drawing a house. On the left, the states of the procedural 
space are represented, and on the right, the states of the 
trial space are represented. In the middle is the problem 
behavior graph itself. The operators are represented as are 
the functions, and the indenlations show the hierarchical 
relations between the functions. The episode brackets on 
the left of the middle panel show the sequential structure 
of the actions. The major episode represented in the graph 
has as its goal drawing a square with a roof, and the three 
episodes it encloses have as their goals drawing the 
square, drawing the roof, and integrating the two compo
nents; this latter episode encloses three interlinked se
quences in each of which the program is tested, a modifi
cation is made to the program, and the procedure is tested 
again. These feedback cycles, involving shifts from one 
space to another, constitute significant junctures in the 
programming process and provide useful clues for the 
limits of many episodes. Figure 4 (see page 140) is an 
episode abstract of the entire session for the same student 
and exemplifies the prominence of these interlinked feed
back episodes in the records. 

The two kinds of structures exhibited in these graphs, 
the functional structure and the episodal structure, are 
distinct, yet closely related ways of looking at goal
directed action in this task environment. The functional 
structure is a map of the programmer's task-specific goal 
commitments and theirrelationshipsatagiven point in the 
process. The eplsodal structures link actions over spans of 
time that have unity of direction in terms of the goals that 
they are intended to achieve. In the representation of the 
process, the functional structure captures the static and 
hierarchical quality of the programmer's goals, whereas 
the episodal structure captures the dynamic and sequential 
quality of the movement towards the achievement of those 
goals. 

The Perspective on Goal-Directed Action 

Much of the literature on problem solving suggests 
that the goals that direct action are unitary and well
articulated and are stacked or otherwise organized in a 
hierarchical fashion to ensure that action is under the 

control of one particular goal until the goal is attained or 
abandoned (Broadbent, 1985). However, inspection of 
these problem behavior graphs suggests a somewhat dif
ferent view: that the goals that direct action vary in their 
complexity, that they are not always clearly articulated, 
and that they evolve and are constructed in the process of 
problem solving. 

While cycles of goal-setting, action, and feedback 
in which a single, low-level goal controls action are found 
in these records, it is far more common, especially in the 
later tasks, to have a sequence in which the goals control
ling action are more complex. For instance, a programmer 
might construct a number of components of the program 
and then test it; in this case, the goals directing action 
within the cycle are complex and, in terms of the func
tional hierarchy, their unity would be at a very high level. 
Another example would be of a cycle in which a test of a 
program reveals a variety of bugs at different points in the 
program and an attempt is made to repair the bugs, and 
then the program is tested again. In this case, the actions 
within the feedback cycle may have a common direction 
intermsofthedynamicsoftheprocess(e.g.,repairofflow 
of control problems), but they would exhibit great com
plexity in terms of the immediate functions they serve in 
the construction of the program. 

Since the specifications for the programs in the tasks 
studied are sufficiently open-ended that they can be ful
filled in a variety of ways, the goals with which the 
programmerslarts are not necessarily the goals that end up 
being achieved. Goals are likely to change as obstacles 
and opportunities present themselves along the search 
path. In other words, the search process is not merely a 
process in which goals are set, acted upon, and evaluated, 
but a process in which goals themselves are constructed 
and articulated. And the LOGO task environment sup
ports and facilitates this formation of goals. The LOGO 
editor provides an external memory device that supports 
the programmer's representation of the program by allow
ing review of the procedures at any point in the develop
ment of the program, and feedback from invoked proce
dures supports the evolution of goals by concretizing them 
and providing a basis for their further modification and 
articulation. In short, action within the task environment 
supports the formation of goals. 

Thus, goals are not static but undergo formation and 
articulation through action and the feedback received as 
part of the search cycle. The picture of the process that 
emerges is of dynamically evolving networks of goals at 
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Procedural space Problem behavior graph Trial space 

<1> TO BEGIN G: square with roof 
REPEAT 5 (SQUARE) <4> 
END G: define BEGIN (def) <1> {BEGIN} cs 

<2> TO SQUARE ~ G: square REPEAT4 (FD 40 RT 90] 
~ <5> 

END G: multiple SQUAREs (app) <1> {BEGIN} <132.6> TRIANGLE A 
<3> TO BEGIN ~ G: define SQUARE (def) <2> {SQUARE} 

SQUARE l:, G: make square (app) <2> {SQUARE} <59.4> 
TRIANGLE ~ G: remove multiple calls (del) <3> {BEGIN} <6> 
END " cs 

6 TO SQUARE G: roof <7> 
REPEAT 5 (FD 40 RT 90] G: call TRIANGLE (app) <3> {BEGIN) BEGIN 
END .... 'B G: start roof (del w/ln, Ins W/in) <3> {SQUARE} 
TO TRIANGLE ~ ~ G: define TRIANGLE (def) <3> {TRIANGLE} 
LT90RT1BF020 
LT36FD20 :§ l:, G: make triangle (app) <3> {TRIANGLE} <120.5> 
END lt ~ G: test TRIANGLE <10> "ti G: clear screen (invoke) <4> {CLS} <2.1> <8> TO TRIANGLE ~ BEGIN 

<D RT90 RT 18 FD 20 ~ G: test it (invoke) <5> {TRIANGLE} <6.7> 
LT36F020 
END ~ G: test BEGIN 

<9> TO BEGIN 
l:, 

G: clear screen (invoke) <6> {CLS) <2.7> 
cs ~ G: test it (invoke) <7> {BEGIN} <3.7> <12> 

Q SQUARE 
TRIANGLE ~ G: get roof on top (del, ins) <8> {TRIANGLE} <19.2> BEGIN 

END ~ G:E_!le tests (ins) <9> {BEGIN} <8.1> 
<11> TO SQUARE ~ ~ -,r:· tesf_aEGIN (invoke) <10> {BEGIN} <3.4> 

REPEAT 4[FO40 RT 90} ,!:! END G: get upright (del, ins) <11> (SQUARE} <19.4> ~ <14> 

LJ 
<13> TO SQUARE 2' G: test BEGIN (invoke) <12> {BEGIN) <3.6> BEGIN 

REPEAT 6 [FD40 RT 90] .. 
END . i, 

S: oet upright . 
G: invert house (del, ins) <13> {SQUARE} <16.1> 

G: test BEGIN (invoke) <14> {BEGIN} <2> 
- . 

Figure 3: Episode 1 of s4's house-playhouse task session. Note: States of the two problem spaces are represented on 
the left and the right of the problem behavior graph and are keyed to the graph by line numbers in the record. In the left 
panel, changes to _the programs are indicated in bold. The graph itself is an episoded functional record. The brackets 
demarcate the episodes. Seven episodes are shown; two enclosing, six enclosed, and three interlinked. The goals of 
the higher level episodes are italicized rotated lettering. Indentations in the fl!IICtional description represent the 
hierarchical structure of goals and subgoals. "G" stands for goal; a previously set superordinate goal which is not 
adjacent to the subgoal is indicated by an "S" rather than a "G." The goals are briefly identified. The operators associated 
with these goals operate on instructional units; such a unit is defined as a LOOO primitive or defined procedure and its 
inputs. Categories of operators are indicated in parentheses. The procedriral space operators are "def' for def me, "app" 
for append, "ins" for insert, and "del" for delete (when a part of an instructional unit is the object of an opertor, "w/in" 
is indicted). Trial space operators are designated as "invoke," and operators that result in errors are indicated simply 
as "error." The numbers immediately following the operators indicate the line riumber in the record, and the action or 
procedure affected are indicated in brackets after the line number. Error messages follow in parenthesis. The time from 
the last action to the completion of the action is given for the last set of operators for the line. 
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Figure 4: Episode abstract of S4 's house-playhouse task session. Note: This shows an episode abstract for . 
a complete session. There are seven major episodes in which components of the program were developed 
(indicated in rotated lettering): episode 1, house shape; episode 2, failed attempt to implement variables 
instead of constants; episode 3, chimney; episode 4, windows; episode 5, door; episode 6, deck; and episode 
7, stairs. 
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various levels of generality and degrees of articulation, 
both determining action and determined by the results of 
action. 

Limitations and Extensions 

There are clear limitations to the approach adopted 
for this study. Even within the domain of the st11dy of 
computer-based activity, its focus is quite narrow. Only 
that aspect of the programming process that can be re
corded by the computer is represented, and the goals 
analyzed are only those that are specifically related to the 
construction of the program. Perhaps most seriously, the 
analysis is abstracted from all considerations of the social 
context of the activity. However, the perspective that 
emerges is very much in tune with descriptions of goal
directed action yielded by more context-inclusive ap
proaches (see Valsiner, 1987), and there is no reason in 
principle why richer forms of data-collection and analysis 
could not be used in conjunction with the form of repre
sentations developed in this apj>rOach. 

The major requirements for the use of this form of 
representation are that the step-by-step actions of those 
participating in the activity are recordable and that these 
actions are related functionally to something developed 
though the activity. Rather than relying on only one form 
of recording, a variety of forms ( e.g., automated computer 
tracking, audio-video recordings, and unobtrusive obser
vation) could be employed. The focus for the functional 
analysis could be any type of artifact, for instance, a 
written document or the design for a commercial product 

A study of social interactions in a design work
group could be conducted using automated tracking where 
some portion of the design activity occurs on computers. 
As well, work-group meetings could be videotaped during 
the phases of the evolution of the design, and email and 
other forms of document exchange and communication 
could be monitored. For each action, the author and time
frame would be recorded and the function of thatactiori as 
it related to the evolution of the design would be specified. 
From this, the goal-directed behavior of the group would 
be plotted using hierarchical-sequential representations, 
as would each individual's activity. This would ailow 
analysis of the distributed goal formation and action 
regulation of the group as a whole, as well as analyses of 
each participant's activity. 

Conclusion 

Understanding human performance as a process has 
long been an objective, and technologies are now avail
able that make that objective realizable. Recording pro
cess is no longer a difficulty, but making sense of the 
records is. The form of representation that 1 have devel
oped tries to make sense of records of on-going activity by 
looking at two dimensions of process. It looks at the 
functional aspect of process, what the actions taken con
tribute to the product under construction, and it assumes 
that these functions reflect the goals of the actor. It also 
looks at the dynamics of process, how actions are con
nected in time and the direction in. which they lead. 
Fundamentally, it makes siinse of human performan~ by 
focusing on indications of intentions in activity and by 
looking at how these intentions unfold in time. 
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INTERNRTIONRL CONFERENCE 
LED DY&OTSKY RND THE CONTEMPORARY HUMRN SCIENCES 

September 5-8, 1994, Moscow 

An i~ternational conference dedicated to the ideas of Lev $e~nevich Vygotsky will take 
place in Moscow from September 5-8, 1994. The conference will be organized by the 
Department of Psychology of the Russian Academy of Education, Lev Vygotsky National 
Foundation, the Institute of Psychology of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the Institute 6f 
Psychology of the Russian Academy of Education, Moscow State University, and the 
Moscow Institute of Psychology and Psychotherapy. 

The main goals of the conference are to bring together scholars from Russia and other 
countries to compare our understanding ofVygotsky's ideas, to share recent findings, and to 
organize a dialogue on research topics. We hope that this dialogue will result in future 
scientific activities and research cooperation. We also plan to publish a volume of papers 
presented at the conference in Russian and in English. 

Among the topics we_ are planning to discuss are: 

• Vygotsky and contemporary psychology: Vygotsky's heritage in Russia. Western 
Europe, Eastern Europe, Asia, Latin America, and the U.S.; 

• The holistic approach to human l)ature and Vygotsky's cultural-historical theory; 
• Vygotsky's ideas in cross-cultural psychology, political psychology, and studies of 

ethnicity and .culture; 
• Vygotsky and linguistic, psycholinguistic, and sociolinguistic analysis; 
• Vygotsky and the humanistic perspective in psychology and related fields; 
• Vygotskian ideas in education, literary analysis, and literacy. • 

DEADLINE FOR PROPOSALS: May 1, 1994. Anyone contacting us by this date will 
receive a preliminary program and an official invitation to the conference. 

For more detailed information contact either: 

Professor James V. Wertsch .· 
Clark University 
Worcester, MA 01610-1477 
FAX: 1508 793-7265 
Telephone: 1 (508) 793-7265 
E-mail: JWERTSCH@CLARKU.ED 

-

Professor Vladimir Ageyev 
Department of Psychology 
Moscow State University 
FAX: (7095) 282-92-01 
E-mail: ZINCH@rae.msk.su 
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